
Hackleton Parish Neighbourhood Plan 

Meeting Date:  13/11/2017 

Meeting Attendees: Tom Peterkin and Maz Woolley 

Meeting Subject: Highways and Traffic 

 

Meeting took the form of a “brain storming session” on a number of topics. The topics were wide 

ranging and may include things that would not be included in a neighbourhood plan but which may 

need section money spend by the Parish Council, or funds raised from other sources to provide them. 

I have tried to organise the discussion points by topic. This is not a verbatim record of the meeting just a 

summary of main discussion points. 

Evidence 
 

We were keenly aware that the priority to be given to the matters we were discussing really needs a lot of 

evidence to allow the necessary to be separated from the nice. In particular we need: 

 Traffic flow information 

 Population numbers and demographics 

 Car ownership and trends information 

 Working pattern trends, especially working from home 

 What is the expected rise in both partners working full time? 

 Patterns of travel better defined 

 Increase in cycle usage 

 Predicted changes like hybrids and electric cars 

Local Plan Context 
 

No evidence in Local Plan of Highways and Vehicle related policies. Is there a traffic plan separate to 

the Local Plan? Need to review what is in other Neigbourhood plans and work with Michael to separate 

things that can be in a  neighbourhood plan and others that the Parish Council may wish to pursue 

separately. 

Bus(es) 
The existing service fails to provide connections to key services.: 

 Hospital (Not just Northampton General but many services now being provided from 

Daventry, Towcester, and Wellingborough) 

 Doctor (Neither Denton or Eleanor Cross Group is on existing route 

 Fitness Centres other than ones in town centre 

 Golf Courses/Gyms/Swimming Pools  

 Milton Keynes shopping 

 Cinemas 



 Postal Centres (Crow Lane) and all delivery firms like DHL, DPD, Hermes etc. 

 Secondary Schools for Weekend Activities (Limited school and after school services for 

Woodville – what is situation for Northampton Girls School, Northampton School for Girls 

and Northampton School for Boys and Faith Schools 

 Large Supermarkets  

 Employment (even if it ran at correct times) – Northampton has suffered major shift of 

employment to peripheral locations  such as Brackmills, The Lakes, Duston, Moulton Park etc. 

movement of Barclaycard and County Council Offices etc. has meant shift of skilled jobs out of 

centre (i.e. the jobs that could afford to buy at current housing costs in Villages) 

In fact the service really only caters for a journey into Northampton town centre and that very slowly at a 

time when you can get free parking anyway.  

Going forwards with vanishing subsidies, need for buses catering for mobility scooters and ease of access 

the service as it is may not be what is needed. We also noted that the bus pass is no longer issued at 60 

and a lot of residents will not get the free pass until their official retirement age which for those with 

company pension schemes may be years after they actually retire.  

The transport needs for an aging population may need community investments/activities to ensure that 

access to services can be provided to those who can no longer drive or who have no car. 

By 2029 people may be retiring later which will also have an impact on traffic needs and flows. 

Through Traffic 
 

The B526 is basically the “spine” of parish with other significant roads meeting it: 

 The Horton Junction and two roads feeding from that up to the Bedford Road 

 Road leading through Preston Deanery to Quinton 

 Road running from Preston Deanery crossroads up to Great Houghton and Bedford Road 

 

Piddington and Popyfields are also connected to the “spine” but being “dead end” there is no through 

traffic. Though the through traffic may present issues getting onto the main road if it is so heavy that 

there are few gaps for cars to safely join the road. 

There are significant flows of through traffic, especially at peak commuting hours. It can make it difficult 

to travel locally or use bikes. There is also a risk of collision or other accidents when road is heavily 

used for parking. Can we discourage the use of the road as a “rat run” when there are issues on the M1 

between Junction 15 and junction 14?  

Will action be needed to limit through traffic? In particular:  

 Should heavy vehicles be restricted from using roads either side of Preston Deanery crossroads 

except for local access? 

 Do we need more laybys to be provided? 

 Do we need features at entrance points to villages to bring vehicle speeds right down? 

 Can design features help us limit speeds to reasonable levels? 



Safe Routes 
 

With an ageing population in one part of the parish and a youthful one in the latets developments 

should we be considering the following: 

 More controlled crossing points on B526 and not just the one at the school 

 Safer pavements where possible though in some older parts of villages there are no pavements 

at all so maybe 20 limits or other traffic calming warnings might need to be considered 

 Providing key crossing points with textured pavements to guide visually impaired 

 Providing dropped kerbs at crossing points to cater for Mobility scooters and Wheelchair users 

as well as Prams and Buggies 

 Parking bays to allow extra space for adapted vehicles to allow wheelchair loading from the rear 

near shops and services. And making sure doors can open fully for parents with Kids or the 

elderly to exit the vehicles. 

 How do we deal with the significant rise in recreational cycling on the B526 and up into Forest 

some presents challenges and risks? 

 Hardingstone overspill building will this generate a need for safer crossing of B526 to allow 

access to Caroline Chisholm etc. If community facilities are built within the Hardingstone 

extension will Poppyfields residents need safer access across the road to those facilities? 

 Can you add any significant development to places where roads are heavily restricted and there 

are no alternative exits.- Piddington for example. Or would any significant additional traffic 

flows need road changes to be undertaken – Are there any other examples of “pinch points” 

round the Parish? 

 

Parish Spine - off road route 
 

The idea is a route for walkers and cyclists segregated from the vehicular traffic where possible to 

provide a spine for the parish.  

 



Impact of changing Working Patterns 
 

The trend to Working from Home needs to be reflected in future housing provision: 

 Provision of studies in new build houses rather than existing rooms being changed use after 

building. “Hybrid Houses” 

 Broadband infrastructure to allow all homes to get superfast broadband services to support 

WFH 

 Mobile Phone infrastructure – is that up to the extra local use of people working 

 How does Parish Council treat applications to convert garages/outbuildings to working rooms, 

or new working units to be built in gardens of existing properties (Knock on effect on parking) 

 Will modify traffic flows may generate meeting traffic and parking issues 

Should Parish Council be looking at supporting the development of “mini-Regis” facilities so those 

working from home can hire a serviced meeting room with off street parking or even to hire a small 

working room so that they have a purpose built small office space out of the home but near enough to 

minimise journey to work?  

 

Parking 
 

This is an area where there are a lot of issues: 

 Disabled parking with access space for entry/exit. Parking for emergency services, hospital pick 

up etc. With an ageing population carers parking will be needed. 

 School Parking – Need some flexibility and without a policeman being there every day will 

never be entirely legal, but is there any way to discourage the worst elements of the parking 

behaviours? Particularly hard on the road junction. 

 Shop Parking – even where parking is provided and available still get stupid parking around 

Oak Close to Shop stretch again any way design or furniture can dissuade that? 

 On street Parking – inevitable in many areas as there is no off street parking available.  

 Is there any scope for reducing impact in some areas by providing laybys? Need to try to ensure 

that design measures discourage it in new builds and prevent garages/drives being used for other 

purposes (offices/storage/Caravan Parking etc.) pushing cars into the road  

 At entry and exits of Hackleton there is a lot of parking on road verges. In general this is 

probably preferable to the cars parking on the road itself as that is more likely to obstruct traffic 

and cause potential for accidents. But should thought be given to whether some layby facilities 

would be safer/preferable – funding might be an issue? 

 What parking should be provided in new builds as a minimum to limit on street parking? Is 

there anything developers of new builds could provide to allow some existing on street parking 

to be moved off. NB that most recent development Oak Way already has more cars parked 

than parking areas in parts. 

 How to stop garages/drives being used for other purposes in existing houses and vehicles then 

parked on-street? Covenants on new properties? 



 Are there some roads which need marking to prevent parking on certain stretches or all along 

one side to prevent parking on both sides narrowing road to point where access is impossible 

for deliveries etc. 

The future of transport 
 

The Government has set an aim of removing all internal combustion engine vehicles by 2040. This is 

outside the plan period but presumably they will be aiming to continually increase the use of plug in 

hybrid and plug in only cars during the period the plan covers. The impact of increasing numbers of 

plug in cars are: 

 The electrical feeds into the villages are going to need to be sufficient to feed a lot of extra 

electricity in across old and new infrastructure. So in adding in more electrical supplies are 

there an things they could do at the same time to facilitate village development the way it is 

wanted? 

 There will need to be building work on existing properties to allow high speed charging points 

to  be put in to provide access from the outside to plugin 

 Where there are old houses with no off street parking will we get cables over the pavement 

causing hazards or draped overhead? There is little or no potential for on street charging points 

in many village areas though Main Road may be a possible area for it. 

 Logically in next plan would off street charging areas need to be built into all the villages and 

developments for the existing residents and not just for the new properties? 

 Should charging points be mandatory on new developments and if so how many? One per car 

may be needed… 


